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NonstaticEffects in Proton-Proton Scattering below 150 Mevt 
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and Shoichiro OTSUKIttr 

(Received Oct. 30, 

~ 
Abstr,.:ct 

By analysing P-'-P .scattering below 150 Mev, it is investigated p._p scattering data demand 

modifications of phase given by the static pion·theoretical potentials. The purpose of 
this paper is not to find' the best fit solution but to find main features of indispensable 

modifications to the static potentials. Analysis at 150 Mev shows spin·orbit coupling 

To make clear its complete experiment at intermediate energies, especially measure· 

ment of CRT, ·is important. 

§ 1. Introduction 

The static pion theory has succeeded to explain most of two· nucleon 
)henomena at low (E::;;20 Mev) and intermediate 20~100 Mev) energies, 
"E being the laboratory energy.J) This success following the Taketani theory" 
, essentially owing to the properties of the tail of OPEP (one·pion-exchange 
)otential), the most reliable part of the pion theory of nuclear forces. Onthe 
,ther hand, the p-p scattering experiments at 310 Mev have revealed the spin

'rbit coupling effect at high energies!) The above two facts show the 1m· 
lortance of analysing the p-p data at an energy around 100--150 Mev. At 
bis energy reion, OPEP and TPEP (two-pion.exchange potential) in the 
egions I and II* play main roles, but inner interactions in region III* 
lave also appreciable effects if they are strong. Therefore, this energy region 
, appropriate to find modifications . to be added to the static pion-theoretical 
,otentials. Analysis is first made at 150 Mev and the connection to lower and 
ligher energy data is discussed later. 

HOSHIZAKI andMAcHIDA4
) have shown that two-nucleon interations can be 

lescribed by a local potential in good approximation, even though recoil effects 

t Short report of this paper has been published in Genshikakukenkyu (in Japanese) Vol. 
5, No.1 (1960), 150 and 172. 

it Research Institute for Atomic Energy, Osaka City lJniversity, Osaka. 
It Institute for Theoretical Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya. 
'* I is the region (X 2: 1.5), n the region (0.7 ;'Sx;'S L5) and -Ill the region (x;S0.7), where x is 

the internuc1eon distance in unit of thepion.Compton wave length ti!/.1C, It being the pion 
mass. 
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are fully taken into account. "It is adequate to discuss behaviors of phase shifts 
with an assumption that they are yielded by a local potential, which has· the 
following form: 

V(x) = Vc + VTS12 + V LsL-8+ VLL (6,L)(62·L)+ V~LL"+ VI) ( 1 ) 

where Vc etc depend on the total spin S and parity II (denoted as 2SrI VI! etc). 
Static potentials contain the first two terms. The other terms are non-static 
ones. V p means the explicitly momentum-dependent term, which appears to
gether with V[L and ViL terms. 

These last three terms are small by one order of magnitude compared 
with Vc, V.r and V LS' However, we retain V LL and V~L because of their 
large kinematical factors for high L values, but we neglect Vp. 

For convenience sake the kinematical factors of the potential (1) are ex
plicitely written down in Table 1. The relation, 

((},,£) (62 '£) = + {(61·L) (O'z'L) + (02 L)(OI'L)} =(L'S)"-OL,JL(L+ 1), 

IS used. The same notations with ref. 1 a) are used. 
Such an approach as attempted in this paper has been previously made in 

analysing angular distribution 10 (0) and polarization P(O) in p-p and n-p scat
tering at 150 Mev by one of anthors (R. T.).ld) As far as we concerned 10(0) 
and P(O), we did not find positive evidence for nonstatie effects (the solution 
obatined corresponds to the case i here). In this paper, we extend analysis 
to triple scattering and spin correlation parameters recently measured in p-p 
scattering. 

§ 2. Ph~se shifts at 150 Mev 

Below about 100 Mev, the static part of OPEP is known to playa main 
role in the angular distribution 10 (0) and the polarization P(O), and the con
nection of the potential features' and the data has. been investigated in detail. 
The potenital with the OPEP-tail can reproduce Io(O) and P(O) below 100 Mev, 
which is denoted as SPOT (static potential with OPEP-tailf fJ : 

f1c2(g2/4n)(1/3){ 1 + S12(1 + 3/x+ 3/x2)}e-X /x 

with g2/4n=0.08 

Vc(II) + V.r(II)SI2=( - 20+ 10S12) Mev 

Vc(III) + V.r(III)SI2= -100 Mev 

+00 

(2 ) 

(x> 1.0), 

(1.0;;::: x> 0.7), 

(0.7;;::: x> 0.32), 

(x:S:;3xc =0.32). 
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TABLE 1. Potential of Eq. (1) in each two-nucleon state. T is 
the total isotopic spin. Only the T=l state concerns 
with p ___ p scattering. The coupling terms due to tensor 

potentials are shown by *. 
1 

S=O, JJ=+l S=l, JJ=~l 

'So Ve sPa Vc-4Vr -ZVLs+4VLL+ZVLL 

'P, VC+2V1' Vu+2Vh 

VC-6VLL+6Vh 
3P2 Vc-(2!5) V1'+(61 6/5) V¥ +VLs+Vu+2VLL 

'D2 
'F2 Vr +(616/5) Vt -4V LS+16Vn--t:lZLL 

'1", Vc+2Vr c- VLs-lI VLL+IZVh 

3F4 i 
VT+(41s/3)V¥ +3VLS+9VLL+12VLL 

'G, Vc-ZOVLL+20VLL 
'II. 

: 
Vc-(4/3) .(415;3) -'6VD?+36V.u;+30VfJ; 

'R5 VC+2VT - VJ.sc-29VLl'+ 30 Vh 

'I6 Vc-42Vu+42Vh 3H. 

I 
Vu-(1O/13) VT'H6{42!13)VF 

+5Vi.8+25VLL +30VLL 

T=O 

S""O, 11= -1 S=1, }]=+l 

3S1 Vc 
'P, VC-2VLL+ZVLL 

3D, Vc -217T +(SV¥ -3VLS+9V u+6VLL 

3Dz VC+2VT - VLS~-5VLl+6Vh 

'Fa i VG--12Vu+1ZV'LL 
3D3 Vc-(4/7)VT+(12/3/7)Vf; +Z,V L"1+4 V LL +6Vh 

aG, Ve-(IO/7) V r+(12ni/?)V}. . 
-5VLS+25 VLL +20 Vh 

'G, VC+2VT' - VI.s-19V u:+20V:LL 

V c- ( 8 /11) VT+(6{SO /l1)vi 3G5 

I +4VI.S+ 16Vu+20Vh 
'II5 VC-30VLL+30VLL 

'Is 

: 
Vc--(14/11} V r+(6/30/ ll)Vf 

. --7VLS+49VLI.+42VLL 

316 VC+2VT - VL8-41 VLL+42V'£L 
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Above 100 Mev, this case is taken on trial,and non-static terms are added to 
it. The triplet odd phase shifts* at 150 Mev given by the potential Eq. (2) are: 

J = 0 3vo = 0.568 

1 3V, = -0.170 

2 

3 

3V~= 0.176, 8 z = -0.432, 3V~ = -0,010 

3V3 = -0.046 

4 3V:= 0.023, 3V~ = -0.010, C4 = -0.690 

5 3vs = -0.010, 

which are characterized by 

3VO~3V~>0>30, and O~cz, 

mainly because 3 V; > O. Then necessary modifications are following. 

(A) P(O) 

P(O) is decomposed as** 

P(O) = (4 sin 0/lok2
) L: anp,,(cos 0) , 
n=odd 

(3 ) 

(4 ) 

(5 ) 

where the main term a, is due to the interference between 3P.rwaves, I.e., 

where 

and 

f(cz) =cos 28z + (1/2l6)sin 28z . 

Experimental data near 150 Mev (P(45°):::::::0.22) restrict a, as 

a, (exp) = 0.08,-.....,0.10. 

The potential SPOT gives a,= 0.047,-.....,(1/2) a, (exp), where a,(P)=0.038. To 
make a, larger, a potential attractive in the 3PZ state should be added, which 
increases 30~ and ftc,). The correlation between 30~ and C2 is shown in Fig. 1 
(qualitatively has been already discussed in ref. 1e)). As choice of such an 
attractive potential there are five possible ways and their combinations: 

i) attractive central, 
ii) positive tensor, 

iii) negative spin-orbit, 

l' We use the nuclear BLATT-BIEDENHARN's phase shifts in radians throughout this paper. 
l'* For detailed formula, see ref. 1 d). 
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iv) negative quadratic spin-orbitcoulping, 
v) negative quadratic orbit-coupling. 

Case i) Addition of 3V~ <0. All 
e 3P,rphase shifts increase. Such a case 
s already been investigated in ref. Ie). 
)r exampl~, SPOT with the smaller core 
sius 3xc =0.28, which is equivalent to 
l addition of attractive potentials repro
lces the data of Io(B) and P(B), if the 
19let even phase shifts are properly 
losen.le) The resulting phase shifts are 
follows: 

plet odd; 300= 0.63, 30, = -0.14, I 
30~=0.21, C2= -0.35, (6) 

19let even ;'00 = -0.01, '02=0.15. 

)0[30~] term becomes the mam one m 
:B) and a ,(P)=0.062. 

Case ii) Addition of 3V; > O. The 
Isolute values of all 3Pr wave phase shifts . 
crease, then the effective total cross 
ction a~(f becomes too large as discussed 
ref. 1 e). So, this case is excluded. 

0.1 0.2 0.1 

--- '!Trllli = IOMev 
----- '!Tr(JIl =20Mev . 

Fig. 1. Correlation between 31l~ and 
02, obtained by various poten
tials of the type. Eq. (2). Two 

, cases of Vr(II) are plotted. The 
number attached to each curve 
is the potential depth JMev) in 
the 3 P2-state except the 3 P2 -

coupling term. GT, Band GT ' 

are the S9.me in Fig. 6. 

Case iii) Addition of 3V~S<0. '00 decreases, while [30, [ and 30~ increase, 
en the main term in a, becomes (9/4)I(c2)[,0,[30;]. To reproduce the data of 
~B), a , (P)~0.7 with the estimated higher w~ve contribution, a , (higher wave) . 
0.15, consequently 

30, = -O.32~-0.28, 
(7 ) 

30; = 0.25~0.27 and C2 = -0.25~-0.20. 
In a~fj ~ (1/2))' qQ(1/k2) L,zbi' lPZ(cosB), a~fj(exp) ~ 25 mb implies 

1) = L,L(2L+ l)(sin '0L)2+ L,J,p=ah(2J+ 1)(sin30~)"~0.73 at 150 Mev. 
lbtracting the higher wave and the siriglet even contributions (see 
=is. (3) and (9)), we get 

(sin 3(0 )" + 3 (sin 30i )" + 5 (sin 30;)" :::::: 0.58. 

he substitution of the values of Eq. (7) leads to 

300 = 0~0.2, (8 ) 
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if '00<0 IS discarded because of the continuity to the lower energy regIOn. 
This reduction of '00 is consistent with 'V~s< O. 

Case iv) Addition of 'V~L < O. Its effects to 'a" 'o~ and c, are same with 
JV~s<O. But the resulting condition 30o=0~0.2 is not satisfied,since 3V;L 
works an attractive force in the 3PO state contrary to 3V;S' 

Case v) Addition of 'V}~ < O. Its effects are same as m the case 1. 

(B) R(B=90") 

The data of R show R(90Q)~0 (probably IR(900)1 <0.1) at 150 Mev. R(900) 
reflects the interference effects between the singlet even and the triplet odd 
potentials: In Stapp's notation'·) IoR(90 0

) =(1/2)Re(M.;':Mss)=::(1/2)ReMo,ReMss. 
Since M o, is independent of 300 , and Re M o, = -0.6'"-'-0.8 X 10-13 cm m 

the cases i)~iii), R(900)~0 implies that 

Re Mss = (l/k) {sin 2'00 -(5/2) sin 2'02 + (27/8) sin 2'o,,}:::::0. (9) 

Neglecting the small 'G,-contribution ('04~0.0l), we obtain 

sin 2'00 :::::: (5/2) sin 2 '02 • 

Further, on the one hand, the low energy behavior of '00 together with 
the MMS'b) No.1 solution at 310 Mev restricts '00 as 'oo~ 0.3. On the other 
hand, the OPEP-tail predicts '02=0.1~0.2. From these informations, the singlet 
even phase shifts can be estimated as 

'00 = 0.32~0.26 and 'a, = 0.10~0.12. (10) 

These values are consistent with the solution b at 210 Mev.") 
If either '00 decreases or 'a, increases or both from the values in Eq. (10), 

Re MS8 decreases, and R (90°) becomes too large. The situation is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

It is to be noted that the singlet even phase shifts given by Eq. (10) are 
different from those of Eq. (6) in the case i (and also in the case v). Thus 
the possibility i (and v) may not be real since the isotropy of 10 (B) and R(90")":"'0 
are not compatible. 

(C) Angular dependence of R (B) near 90° 

For the case i and iii the angular dependence of R(B) are quite different. 
The case i (and v) is characterized by rapid decrease about 90° and the case 
iii by symmetry about 90°, as is shown in Fig. 2; This fact can be under
stood by calculating the conefficients of (cos ell-term in the expansion of R(B). 
According to Stapp's notation, 
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iiie 
O.~ 

R(B) I Harva.d 140MBV 

! Ha.WBIl 142MBV 

1)0' 

Fig. 2. R(O) of p-p scattering at 150 Mev. 

for case i; the 3PJ-phase shifts is given by Eq. (6). 

8 

-- for case iii; the 3PJ-phase shifts is given by Eq. (7) and 300 =0.06. 
The singlet even phase shifts are 

A: '00=0.30, '0,=0.10, B: '00=0.21, '02=0.15, C: '.00= -0.01, '02=0.15. 

loR((j) = (1/2) cos ((j/2) Re {(Moo-lZtan ((j/2)MIO )(j\l{ll + M,_, + Mss)* 

+(/2/sin (j) (Mto + 2Vlo,)M:~} , 

2115 

Nhere the real parts are main in all scattering matices. By noticing Re Mss -::= 0 
n Eq. (9) .and retaining only the 3PJ -wave contribution in the (cos (j)' term, we 
)btain the approximate expression for loR. near (j = 90° ; 

loR((j)~-(1/lZ)sin((j/2) ReMlO Re(Mll + M,_,) 

~-(3/4k2)sin((j/2)sin(jcos(j {sin2 300-(cos2c2 + l3sin2 c2/2(2) sin230~} 

x {sin 2 30, +(COS 2C2--/2j3 sin2c,,}:sin2~0!i}. 

nserting the values f~) and (7) for 30; and C2, we obtain 

lR -(3/4k2)' ((j/2)' '(j (j(' 2 351 {0.20 1('. ')351 {0.57 1) o = sm sm cos 8m UO-lO.31~0.37f sm", u, + l 0.64~0.66 J 

f 0 22 for the case i. 
= (3/4k2) sin ((j/2) sin (j cos(j t -0:04~0.00 for the case iii. 

'\s the above equation shows, the value that 

30,~-0.3 and/or 30o=0.1~0.15 (10) 

s sufficient to reproduce a small ciefficients of (cos (j)l-term which the data 
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demand. rhus the experiments of R rule out the case i, artd favour the case iii. 

(D) D((}) 

It is known that D((}) at (}~90° is sensitive to '00 •
14 ),10).1 0 Detailed discussions 

have already given in ref. 6). The sensitivity of D(900) to '00 is shown in 
Fig. 3. Although D(;9) at O~90° has not yet been so definitely determined, 

'a" is restricted as 

'00 = 0~0.2 (11) 

which is consistent with Ia(O) and a~fi (see Eq. (8)) m the case lll. Harvard 
and new Harwell data allow only the case iii. 

4 1,0(90') 

(mb/ste,) 

-2 

-4 

1 Harvard 

1 Ha,well(old) 

Fig. 3. Dependence of IoD(900) on '60 (the 'Po phase shift). 

" the triplet odd phase of SPOT given in Eq. (2). 
'01 = -0.30, 3o~=0.25 and S2~ -0.21 corresponding 
to the case iii and the other higher wave phase 
shifts in Eq. (3). 

The resulting phase shifts compatible with the data at 150 Mev are: 

singlet even; '00 = 0.26,....,0.32 and 10 2 = 0.10,....,0.12, 

triplet odd; '00 = 0,....,0.2, '0 1 = -0.32~-0.28, (12) 

'o~= 0.25~0.27 and C2 = -0.25~-0.20. 
The characteristic feature is 'o~ > 'aD > O?> 301 , which is the type yielded by 
3 V;. > Q plus 'V~8< O. These values are consistent with the solutions of phase 
shift analysis recently made. 7) 

§ 3. Modification to static potentials 

Comparing these values with those in (3) given by the static OPEP case, 
we find necessary modifications imposed on the static pion-theoretical potentials. 
This can be done most easily in correlation diagrams between the 'P .rphase 
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,hifts by considering the kinematkal factors shown iIi Table l. 
From Fig. 4, some negative spin-orbit potentials should be added. The 

nost drastic change is seen in '00 , because the effect of 'V L-;'< 0 to '00 is re
mlsive (-2'V~s) and diminish the role of the OPEP positive tensor potential 
-4'V;), while in the 'P, and 'P2 states the effects of 3V; and 'V~s ,are in 
he same direction. 

Solution 
-0.4 

30: 

OJ Solution 

Yti>O -0.2 

OJ '00 

SPOT 

(b) 

Fig. 4. Correlation between the 'P.t-phase' 
shifts. The arrow~ from the origin 
show the directions of modifications 
given by the kinematical factors of 
various potential terms in Table l. 
(a) 'Po-'P, correlation; (b) 'Po-'P, 
correlation. 

YLs(Jn 

PLs(Dl) \\ 

\" 
(Mev) 

Fig. 5. Depth of 3Vis in the region II 
and III necessary to reproduce 
good values of 300 at 1-50 Mev. 
Vc(II)=O, VT(II)=lO Mev, Vc(III) 
= V T(III) = 0 and 3X ;; = 0.30 are 
assumed. 

Magnitude of necessary 'V~s< 0 is estimated from '00 • In Fig. 5, the results 
calculated by the two-step-square well potential with the OPEP-tail are shown, 
where in the region II (x=0.7~l.0) Vc(II)=O, V7'(II) = 10 Mev and in the 
region III (x=0.3~'0.7), Vc;(III) = VL(III) =0 are assumed. We can estimate the 
strength of 3V zs: for example, by taking VI.S(II) = -10 Mev, 

1

'00 = 0.20 

'00 = 0.10 

300 = 0.05 

VLs(III) ~ ~ 100 Mev 

VI.S(III) ~ -300 Mev 

VLs(III) ::-~ -500 Mev. 

Weak cases correspond to Harwell data of D. Storng cases correspond to 
Harvard data of D and have the similar feature to GAMMEL and THALER'S:) 
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SIGNELL and MARSHAK'S:) BRYAN'SlO) and HAMADA'Sll) 3V~S' It should be 

emphasized that 3V~S necessary at 150 Mev can be confined completely in the 
region III if we want. Therefore, we do not necessarily need the spin-orbit 
coupling potential, if the boundary condition at x=0.7 and the OPEP plus 
TPEP for x>0.7 are used. Such an approach has been successfully made. 12

),13) 

For comparison, in Fig. 6, we plot the S, P and D phase shifts for SPOT 
(static potdntial with the OPEP-tail) and those for the potentials with the strong 
3V~S8)-1l). The parameters of SPOT compatible with lo(O) and prO) below 

.1)7 
ECV,) 

~2 

o· 100 

Fig. 6. 

H _----..... ----------- er 
_.'tl 

SPOT 

SPO 

~----SPOT 

.-
ECMav) 

100 ,00 

-11.\ 

OJ 

Effective 
yange theory 

100 

BIP,) 

POT 

Energy dependences of phase shifts (L~2r. SPOT shows the values 
due to the static potential, Eq. (2) and Eq. (13). spor in 100 is the best 
fit to 10 (fJ) below 150 Mev for the triplet odd potential Eq. (2). 
GT, Band H denote the values by GAMMEL-THALER's,8) BRYAN'sfO, 
and HAMADA'sll) potentials, respectively. I shows the values of Eq. 
(12) at 150 Mev. 

e and ..... at 310 Mev denote the solutions, MMS No.1 and No.2. 
Similarly. and A at 210 Mev denote the solutions, band c, in ref. 5). 
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100 Mev are: 

triplet odd; Eq. (2), 

singlet even ;,e 

\

f1-C2(92/47r)e-x/x with 9Z/41r=. 0.08 (x> 1.5), 

-20 Mev (x=0.7~1.5), 

, -630 Mev (x=0.45~0.7), 

+ = (x< 'X(': =0.45). 

(13) 

A remarkable difference is seen in 300 , Although differences in 30" 30~ and 8 2 

seems to be small, due to the large kinematical factors related to them there 
appear large differences in some observed quantities. In the singlet even phase 
shifts there also exist the differences to compensate those of the' triplet odd 
contributions to Jo((}). In SPOT, rapid decrease in '00 and rapid increase in '02 

above 100 Mev are characteristic. This feature is unfavorable for explanation 
of high energy data, as will been seen in the next section. 

§ 4. Energy dependence of triple scattering and 
spin correlation paramaters 

The spin-orbit coupling potentials necessary to reproduce the p-:-p scattering 
data near 150 Mev are strong. Therefore, even though their range is short, 
effects at lower energies will be appreciable (e. g. Fig. 6 shows a noticeable 
change of 300 due to 3V~S)' At low (E:;'20 Mev) and intermediate (E=20~100 
Mev) energies Ja((}) and P((}) are well reproduced by SPOT. By observing 
energy dependence of triple scattering and spin 'correlation parameters, we try 
to firid suitable experiments to know further evidences on the nonstatic effects 
due to 3 V~s at low and intermediate energies. 

First we consider energy dependence of D, R, A, e"nand exp at (}=90°. 
We must to consider angular dependence if the values at ()= 90°,' are insensitive 
to the nonstatic effects. Fig. 7 shows that D(900), A (90°) and exp (90°) are 
sensitive to the 3V;S effects. Especially ex£, is affected by 3V~S even at low 
energIes. 

This special sensitivity to 3V;S is closely connected with the 3Po-state phase shift 
'00 , The nonvanishing scattering matrices (}=90° are M88= <S=OIMIS=O>, 
MOI~<S=l, ms=OIMIS=l; ms=l> and M,a = <S=l, ms=lIMIS=l, 
ms= 0 >. Only MlO contains 300 , The following expres~ions at ()= 90° ; 
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IO(900)~ 
mb/ste, 
j SPOT total 

GT __ ) 

U
\ . /----SPoT-- singlet over, \ \tlMsi _// ____ _ 

, ',~~ .... :::----;------- GT ECMev) 
o ~ • • 

D<9if) 
OJ 

B 

Ha~a'd (60°) f 

old HaJ'Well (70') 

-------OGT.--} Bet'1<ley(80') 

SPOT 

E 
uve,paolI 

c90') 

E(Mev) 
)00 

lo'\dk:9U-----·---·--·---·---·--

GT 

OJ 

-02 

F 

Live,paall 
(90') 1 

-OJ 

)00 ErMev) 

ISerkleY(700) 

200 Rocheste, (801 )00 

------c:SPOT 

Fig. 7. Energy Dependence of la, D, R, 

A, Cnn and CKP at 900
• SPOT; 

the values due to the static PQ-

. tential, Eq. (2) and Eq. (13). GT; 

the values due to GAMMEL

THALER's potential. BRYAN's and 

HAMADA's potentials give the very 

similar values with GT. Berkley 

(8(n; Berkely data at 0=800
, etc. 
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10(90°) = (lj4)IMssI2 +(lj2)IMlO I2 +(lj2)IMo!lZ, 

loD(900) = -(lj2)Re(MlOM~), 
loR (90°) = (lj2)Re(M~Mss), 
loA (90°) = -(l/2)Re(M~Mss), 

(14) 

l oCnn (900) = 10 (900)---:-(1/2)IMssI2=(1/2)IMol 12 + (1/2)IMloI2-(1/4)IMssI2, 

l oCRP (900) = (1/2)(I M olI2_IM lOI2), 

,howD, A and CI(P are dependent on M lO, and consequently on 3150 • 

211 

Real parts are main in M88) MOl and M 10 • They are shown in Fig. 8. By 
use of Eq. (14) and Fig. 8, we can understand characteristic features in Fig. 7. 

-1.0 . SPOT 

Fig. 8. Real parts of scattering matrices at 0 = 900
, 91 = 0°, 

~; Mss, ---- ; MOl and-------; 11110• 

SPOT and GT mean the same in Fig. 7. 

D. Deviation from SPOT is mainly due to the rapid decrease of 3150• The 
negative vafue of D(900) at E5: 100 Mev results from the positiye OPEP tensor 
part, and from type of the 3P.rphase shifts in Eq. (4). The increase of the 
SPOT values for E> 100 Mev comes from 1/k2-dependence of 10 D and 10~ 
const .. 

R. The feature below 100 Mev is determined by OPEP 3V;>0. The 
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sign-change at E,,-, 110 Mev is due to that of Re Mss. The data of Harvard, Harwell 
and Rochester demand the larger Re Mss than SPOT and GT, which is one of 
evidences of smallness of '02 • The 3 V~8-effects reveal in the angular dependence 
of R(§2). 

A. The positive A(900) E~100Mev is due to OPEP 3V;>0. The de
viation from SPOT is the effect of 3 V~8 mainly through 300 . The sign change 
at E~ 110 Mev comes from that of Re Mss for SPOT, while A (90°) for GT's 
and HAMADA'S case remain positive at high energies because of the nearly 
simultaneous sign-change of Re MJO . 

CxP . Drastic deviation from SPOT' can be understood as follows: 

while 

with strong 3V~8<0; 

Angular dependence is peaked at ()= 90°. Therefore, experiments of CxP at 
E=20~200 Mev are important. Especially experiments at E~50 Mev provide 
useful informations to the 3V~S effect at low energies, as discussed in ref. 6). 
The large values of Cxp (900):::::1 at Ec::::110 Mev for GT's and HAMADA'S case 
mean that the singlet contribution is small and (1/2)11110112 is the main part of 
10 (f)). 

Cnn· Cnn reflects differences of the singlet even contributions directly, even 
though fo is same. Cnn (900)<0(>0) at E~50 Mev (:::;50 Mev) shows that the 
singlet contribution to fo is larger (smaller) than the triplet one.· Cnn (900)~ 1 
at E~ 120 Mev is due to Re Mss = o. The rapid decrease of Cnn at high energy 
side comes from that of Re 1\;lss . The data rule out such a rapid increase of 
'02 as in SPOT and GT's and such 'a rapid decrease of '00 as in SPOT. Measure: 
ments of Cnn (900) at E~50 Mev provide a useful measure' of '00 , since at these 
energies predictions of the effective range theory are not reliable but still the 
singlet higher wave contributions are yet small. 

§ 5. Concluding Remarks 

Modifications of the spin-orbit coupling type should be imposed on the 
static pion-theoretical potentials in the triplet odd state at 150 Mev. Origin of 
spin-orbit coupling interaction is an open question, since 3 V~s of TPEP is too 
small to reproduce the data, even though recoil effects are fully taken into 
account. To seek for origin of this interaction experiments (especially Cxp ) at 
low and intermediate energies are strongly wanted,because a range of 3V~S 
closely related to origin is made clear more directly at these energies than at 
high energies. 
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We know no positive evidence for the spin-orbit coupling potential in the 
riplet even state, while there is no strong objection for it, especially 3Vl,,>O. 
Lherefore, it is important to find n-p experiments' from which we can say 
omething definite to 3Vis. 

This work has been done asa part ofthe 1960-61 Annual Research Project 
m the Theory of Nuclear Forces organized by the I;<.esearch Institute for Funda
nental Phisics, Kyoto University. The authors express their sincer thanks to 
}rof M. TAKATANI, Dr. S. MACHIDA and Dr. N. HOSHIZAKI for thier valuable 
liscussions. We are also indebted to" Dr. T. HAMADA' for his numerical cal
:ulations of phase shifts and scattering parameters by the static pion-theoretical 
)otentials with OPEP-tail. 
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